
The Standard 104HF is one of our most popular cabs. And, for many players, it sets a new standard for 
4x10s. It's a light cabinet compared to traditional 4x10s, but has enough low-end muscle to fill most 
venues without PA support. It truly is a leader in its field due to its sound, power and portability. But you 
don't have to trust us; let your ears and your lower back be the judge! 

SUGGESTED SELLING POINTS
> Power handling-to-weight ratio / portability
The Standard 104 HF handles an impressive 800 watts (RMS), yet weighs only 56.66 lbs / 25.7 kg. This front-ported cab is 
best for low-end response, supplying rich, full bottom end for medium and larger stages and venues. You don't need 
roadies to carry this cab, but its sound is big enough to fill a club without PA support.

> 4x10” with yellow speakers 
Above all, the Standard Series is loved for its great sound. But it's also appreciated for its light weight and the cool look of 
the yellow speakers that make Markbass instantly recognizable on stages all around the world. Bassists are proud to be 
seen using Markbass!

> 8 and 4 ohm versions
The Standard 104HF comes in 4 and 8 ohm versions. The 4 ohm version is the standalone option for those who want to 
draw the maximum power from their head, and know they won't ever want to add a second cabinet. Using the 8 ohm 
version draws less power from the head, but leaves customers the option to expand by adding a second 8 ohm 
cabinet—usually another 4x10, a 2x10, or a 1x15.

> Top choice for stacks
As light as our 8x10 cabinet is, it's always more practical to carry two 4x10s than one 8x10. Also, if you have two 4x10s you 
can bring one when you only need one, and bring two when you want to really make a statement! 

> Top choice for backliners
The Standard 104 HF's power and versatility make it a top choice for our backline partners around the world. It never fails 
in clubs and smaller concert halls, but has a big enough sound to also handle the biggest venues, and—especially in 
pairs—the loudest bands!

STANDARD 104HF (8 and 4 ohm versions)

Crossover Frequency
Frequency Responce

Sensitivity dB SPL
Impedance

Reflex
Dimensions

Weight 

Speaker Size
Tweeter

CAB Power Handling
(AES Standard)

4 x 10”
1” compression driver

800W
RMS

3.5 kHz
35Hz to 20KHz

103
8 or 4 ohms

Front
23.46”/ 59.6 cm (w); 29.45”/ 74.8 cm (h); 18.98”/ 48.2 cm(d) 

56.66 lbs / 25.7 kg
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